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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study the spectral properties of Schrodinger operators 
H = --A + V(x) (d the Laplacian and V a potential). 
We assume that r’ E (L2(lW))roc is positive and 
where S(x) is the unit sphere centered at x. 
Under these hypotheses we prove that the spectrum o(h) of the self-adjoint 
realization Iz of H in L*(W) is discrete, i.e., o(h) consists of a denumerable set of 
eigenvalues of finite multiplicity. The proof of this theorem is based on the 
compact embedding of a suitable Sobolev weighted space into L*(W). This 
class of weighted Sobolcv spaces has been introduced in a recnet paper [l]. 
We recall that other discreteness conditions have been obtained by niolchanov 
[5, 31, using different tools. 
2. SOME PRELIMINARIES 
I,et us introduce the following notation: 
We denote by R, , N, respectively, the set of positive, real numbers and the 
set of integer, positive numbers. 
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I f  Y E R+ we denote by B,(B,) the closed (open) sphere in IP centered at the 
origin, with radius r. 
I f  DL = ((Y, ,..., a,) is an n-tuple of nonnegative integers we set 1 
a1 + ... + a,l, and p = iJ~!,/~~~’ ... F,yz”. 
I f  X is a Banach space, we denote by S’ its dual. 
Let pO , p1 be two positive Lebesgue measurable functions on R”, p E 
We shall consider the following functional spaces: 
- EP”(R”) = {u EL”([W~“)I Du ED(R”) for / OL 1 < 11 equipped 
norm I/ u ilH1.P(R,lj = (xirrlGl JRR / Du(s)l” d.x)*;“. 
-If Q is an open subset of UP 
(U E H’*p(Q)) kf (3~ E Hl*“( R”) such that z’ IR = u). 
]I, -t E[. 
with the 
We set 
II ull H1.‘(R) = inf II 2’ IIHl,p(Rn) , .zj E H1*J’([Wa), z’ = u on G. 
- P.p( R’“, p,, , pl) is the space of distributions u on D such that 
(p, ,)l/p D% ELJ’(W), D lai=O, /al-l. 
equipped with the norm 
- fl*~‘(W, p. , pl) is th e c osure 1 of C,z(UP) in Pp(!P, pO , pl). 
IfxEIW1’wesetS(x)={yEIW”IIy--l<(l)and 
G,,l = {A C IKP 1 A measurable, meas(d n S(x)) + 0 for 1 x I + + ‘mi, 
G, = {Q E G,, ) Q open}. 
Let us now recall a known result [2, Theorem 2.81. 
THEOREM 2.1. Hl,J’(Q) is compactly embedded into Lp(Q) if and only if 
i2;2E 6,. 
3. A COMPACT EMBEDDING THEOREM 
THEOREM 3.1. Let us suppose that 
infess p,(x) 
>o 
infess pi(r) 
(3.1) 
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and 
(3.2) 
then the embedding Tl,l’(W, p,, , pl) GLP(W) is compact. 
Let us initially prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. For each A E G,,, there is Q E G, such that A C Q. 
Proof. I f  A E G,,, we can choose a sequence of open sets (a,} such that 
and 
Ql = 4 , VkEN, -4 n (B,+1 - 4) c f&+1 
meas@?,+, - (A n (Bkfl - B,))) < l/k. (3.3) 
Sz =: uLEWl 52, satisfies the required properties: Obviously -4 C S2 and 
meas(S(x) n Q) < meas(S(2c) n A) + meas((Q - A) n S(x)). (3.4) 
Let us now prove that 
meas((9 - A) n S(x)) + 0 forI.1++00. (3.5) 
If  x E W, 1 .r 1 > 2 let us denote by rzi the greatest integer such that 
n, < 1 x I - 1. 
Then, by virtue of (3.3), we have 
meas((S2 - rl) n S(x)) < meas ( ‘S3 J-2, - &4) < ; < ( x ,” 2 
li=n,+1 
from which (3.5) follows. 
Let us now prove Theorem 3.1: 
Q.E.D. 
Let (un} be a sequence in Pp(lW, p0 , pi) such that 
u,,, --+ 0 weakly in ~*qRn, PO, PA 
therefore there exists ME R, such that 
and, by virtue of (3.1) 
(3.6) 
VQ E 6,: u,,, In + 0 weakly in HlJ’(Q). 
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Then, by virtue of Theorem 2. I, 
vn E G,,: u,,, I<? - 0 strongly in 
Let us prove that 
II I‘,,, llL”(&p, - 0. 
L”(Q). 
If  7 E R, , by virtue of (3.6) we have 
where 
A, = {s E R” 1 l/p&v) > 77}. 
Bv virtue of (3.2) it is easily seen that -4, E G,,; therefore, by Lemma 3. I, 
there exists Sr, E G, such that -4, C Sz, . Then 
‘dm E N: (1 u,, Il;InIwn, < ,lM + 
s n, I y,,@)l” &. (3.9) 
Equation (3.8) follows from (3.7), (3.9). Q.E.D. 
4. SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF A CLASS OF SCHR~DINCER OPERATORS 
Let Vz EP - R with the following properties: 
(i) T’ 6 (L2(R”))~,,; 
(ii) F’ is bounded from below. 
Consider also the Hamiltonian operator on Cgm(FP) 
H = -A + qx). 
In the following we shall assume, without loss of generality, that 
infess I-(.X) > 0. 
THEOREM 4.1. 1Tf (i), (ii) are satisfied and 
(4.1) 
H is essentially self-adjoint, and its seEf-adjoint extension h: D(h) -L*(W) 
(D(h) CL’(W)) has spectrum u(h) formed b-y a sequence 
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of eigenoalues of jinite multiplicity and 
where M, is the eigenmanifold corresponding to A, . 
Proof. By virtue of a well-known theorem [4], H is essentially self-adjoint 
on COcc(lR”); let us now construct its self-adjoint extension: 
If  v,$ E C,~(EP) we put 
where (./.) denotes the inner product in L2(Rn). 
fl,a(Rn, I’, 1) is isomorphic to the Hilbert space U, completion of COm(R~) 
with respect to the scalar product [., .I; therefore the embeddings 
are compact. 
i: U--+Lz(R”), 
i*: (I?( IF?))’ -+ U’ 
Let us consider the antilinear isomorphisms 
and put 
@,:g- [.,gl, ge u, @1(g) E u’; 
@*I g I-+ (.I&% g ~~*(w, @2(g) E(~‘ywy 
D(h) = {g E (1 1 G+(g) E (L*( LX”))‘). 
Let us consider now the operator 
h = @ilo@l Im; 
obviously 
k E qh), Vf E u: (flhd = [f, gl 
and it is easily verified that h is an extension of H. 
Let us consider the inverse h-l = @;l o i* o Q2 
‘% 12-l: L2( R”) d (I,*( R’l))’ 2 U’ % D(h). 
-- h-l is symmetric, in fact if g, g’ EL’(R~), 
(W/g > = h&z’) = [q, $1 = k’, 4 = &M) = k/h-W 
where q, q’ E D(h) such that h(q) = g, h(q’) = g’. 
On the other hand, D(lz ‘) =m= Ly( UP), therefore /I 1 is self-adjoint. 
- IZF’ is compact because i4 is compact. 
So we have proved that II is self-adjoint and its inverse h 1 is compact. 
Now it is obvious that 
and 
a(h-1) + (O), 0 4 44, 
(Mk eigenmanifold corresponding to pk E o(h--I), p,; # 0) 
c- (Mk eigenmanifold corresponding to the eigenvalue I/p,; of h). 
Q.E.D. 
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